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When I was little, I learned that fun comes in plastic cartridges from Japan, stamped with the “Official Nintendo Seal of Quality,” and smelling of Styrofoam. Challenge, discovery, and companionship were all bundled together in a magical box that output entertainment when you put these littler boxes in it and pressed “POWER.” Later, I uncovered something shocking: These games (and games like them) could be made by mortal humans, sometimes only one or a few of them, but the team sizes were growing. As I was watching, what had started with small teams of hackers was becoming the 50-billion-dollar video game industry we know today.

But now, even as large studios dominate the market, a renaissance is brewing of small, independent teams working on games. Distribution platforms supporting these efforts have sprung up by the dozens, but nowhere is this revolution more pronounced than in the humble-and-often-overlooked web browser arena. Backed by advancements in browser technology, hundreds of free game engines are available that enable even a solo game designer to create games that are memorable, personal, fun, and potentially lucrative. All you need is a browser, a text editor, and the kind of information in this book. It’s a few more button presses than turning on a console, but it has never been easier to make this kind of fun for yourself and others.
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INTRODUCTION

Games used to require specialized tools to produce. Now all you need is a browser and a text editor. Even outside of HTML5 games, the time and cost to make a game has dropped so dramatically that people can now build games in hours or days. The indie game developer scene is growing, as are game jams, the online and in-person get-togethers for rapid game making.

The typical time frame for a game jam is 48 hours, as codified by larger distributed events such as Global Game Jam and Ludum Dare. But game designers (by definition) like to invent their own rules, so some jams can be as short as 1 hour long. Besides the social and collaborative benefits, game creators forcing themselves to create a game quickly can make them faster the next time around, which are great skills for long-term or short-term projects.

“Building things quickly” isn’t just for those indie developer punks. In the corporate world, it’s called productivity. Finding and learning to use good tools is a much easier path to productivity than the ill-defined goal of “getting smarter.” And it passes quite convincingly as intelligence, especially if your definition of “tool” encompasses things such as mathematics.

This book tracks down some of the best HTML5 game engines available, whittled down from an initial list of more than 100. These, and the other tools in this book, enable you to create games quickly in the browser. All of them are accessible in that nothing is required beyond loading their JavaScript into an HTML file and occasionally adding a few lines of code. Overall, the chosen few have great documentation and a thriving community around them. Some of the engines are bigger than others. They all expose a unique set of functionality for game making, and through learning to use a few, you can start to see what is common among them as well as what is different.

Each engine is paired with a complementary game genre in each chapter. The complexity of the genre informs the requirements for increasingly feature-rich engines as you progress through the book. By the end, you should feel comfortable learning a new game engine or even hacking together your own.

Each game can be created in a few hours. Will these be your favorite games of the given genre? It’s highly unlikely. This book demonstrates how to break down genres of games into their basic
elements. This lays the foundation, puts up the frame, and installs the drywall. In some cases, the author has decorated sparsely. There might be a big hole in the roof and the author’s favorite pictures are hanging on the wall. Don’t hesitate to build a courtyard, install shag carpeting, or plant some ginkgo trees if you want. Take down my pictures. You’ll see where to get all of the materials you need, but it’s your house. Do whatever you want with it. These are your games as soon as you load them up.

When you finish this book, you should be able to easily think of a scene from your favorite game, break it into a list of features, and know how you would create a similar experience by using the toolset you use throughout this book. You might even have a sense of how difficult it is or how long it would take. If you are productive with these tools, and you have a good story to tell, you should be able to create something that someone loves in no time.

**Audience for This Book**

There are many paths that may have brought you here. If you have an interest in games, and are just learning to code, this book is for you. If you are a web developer or designer who is looking for exposure to tools, techniques, or templates for making games, or you want to go from beginner to intermediate level JavaScript coding, this book is for you. If you are a game designer or developer for flash, native mobile/desktop applications, or some other platform, investigating how to build things in an HTML5/JavaScript context, this book is for you also. If you have a tattoo of the HTML5 shield, regularly present about your open source contributions to game engines, and can jam out an HTML5 Mario 64 clone with a native iPhone port in a weekend, this book might not be what you’re looking for.

**Coding Style Conventions Used In This Book**

To indicate that a line is new or has changes, bold text is used. When code is omitted from a listing, an ellipsis (...) is used in place of 1 or more lines of code. To explicitly call out removed or changed lines of code, a commented (begins with //), bolded line of code is used in its place. If an entire listing shows new code, the text will not be bold.

The continuation character (▲) indicates that code is continued from the previous line.

When code appears inside of the text, it will look like this.

---

**note**

When there is something that requires a bit more explanation, it is called out in a “note” that looks like this.

---
How This Book Is Organized

This book is broken up into 11 chapters, with one game per each in Chapters 1 through 10, along with three appendixes (A, “JavaScript Basics,” B, “Quality Control,” and C, “Resources”). Chapter 1, “Quiz,” assumes no knowledge of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, or a functional toolset. The rest of the chapters assume that Appendix A and Chapter 1 are well understood by you. From a code standpoint, none of the chapters rely on tools built in previous chapters. That said, the genres are ordered roughly by their complexity, so gaining experience in the simpler genres may be of benefit in creating the games in the later chapters. Chapter 11, “Leveling Up,” serves as a guide to what you might want to do after completing this book. It is complemented by the list of resources in Appendix C, which also supports Chapters 1 through 10 by highlighting what tools are needed to create the games in this book.

Each game is broken up into “recipes,” which, in addition to breaking up games into understandable chunks of code and text, are reflected in the source files provided at jsarcade.com. What this means is that every recipe contains a complementary folder within the code that can be downloaded on the companion site. If you get lost or want to warp ahead, you can start fresh with the code in a later recipe. Also, if you want to preview what the game will be like when you finish a chapter, you can warp straight to the “final” directory for the given game/chapter and see what it is you are making.

If you find yourself getting lost a lot, and you have a good understanding of the material in Chapter 1 and Appendix A, Appendix B is there to provide more context around how to prevent getting stuck, and what to do about it when you are.
How To Use This Book

To make full use of the text, you need to download the source code files for each chapter. This includes JavaScript, HTML, CSS, images, and any additional files needed for each recipe. They are linked to at jsarcade.com. Code is organized first by chapter title. Inside of each chapter’s directory is a full copy of the code you need to make the game run, with three different types of directories. “initial/” marks the minimum amount of code you need to have a game running. “after_recipe<x>/” directories specify “checkpoints” after each recipe (most headings in each chapter) so that in case you get lost along the way somehow, you can be confused for only a page or two. The “final/” directory specifies the finished game after you complete a chapter. While inside any of the chapters’ recipe directories, you can see an index.html file. If you double-click it or otherwise open it in a browser by some other means, you can see the game as it exists after following the recipe that is indicated by the directory name. Demos of all the final versions of each game are available at jsarcade.com, so you can preview a game and choose which one you want to implement next.

note

The source files for all the games, game engines, and other required software are available to download at jsarcade.com and the Publisher’s website at informit.com/title/9780321898388

You can skip around, but keep in mind that the games get more complex as the book progresses. If you have trouble understanding anything, make use of the checkpoint (after_recipe<x>) code, and pay special attention to Chapter 1 and Appendix A. If you have trouble understanding why something is going wrong, read through Appendix B.

You may notice that after finishing a chapter, you still feel like the game is missing something. It could be an explosion, a great storyline, or a boss battle. You can find suggestions at the end of each chapter of things that you could add to them—whether you have different ideas or like the suggestions provided, go for it. These become your games as soon as you get the code running on your computer. They are templates, and meant to be hacked, extended, and personalized. I will applaud and definitely not sue you for beating me at my own game making.
When we think about games, *Super Mario Brothers*, the canonical platformer originally released on the Nintendo Entertainment System in 1985, frequently comes to mind. This game illustrates a classic genre that has maintained relevance for decades, and continues to be innovated upon today, both in big production houses and in the indie games scene. It may be obvious, but games like this are called “platformers” because they usually involve jumping from one platform to another. These games are frequently created for the web as well as the console, so HTML5 is a perfect fit.
Getting Started with melon.js

For building this chapter’s game, we’re going to be using melonJS. This engine has a simple API for developing games that is straightforward and easy to code against. It even contains prebuilt functions to manage jumping and walking in a side view type environment, which is perfect as you build your platformer. Not only does it make common development tasks very easy, but this engine also provides a ton of functionality to support more complex game behavior.

One feature of melonJS that newcomers to game making can appreciate is its integration with a tilemap editor called Tiled. Tilemap editors are incredibly useful, not only for generating level maps, but also for seeing at a glance what layers and objects are going into the game. In the other games in this book, you form your maps from simpler structures such as arrays. Tiled creates a map in a .tmx format (a type of XML).

If you look in the platformers/initial directory of this book’s project files, you will not see a tmx file. You can either copy it from a later recipe’s directory or create a new one by going to mapeditor.org, downloading Tiled, and following the first recipe, “Creating a Tiled Map.”

Recipe: Creating a Tiled Map

Open Tiled and select File, New. You will see a box that allows you to enter values for Orientation, Map size, and Tile size. Fill out the box as in Figure 5.1 by selecting the following values: Orientation: Orthogonal, Width: 40 tiles, Height: 30 tiles, Width: 16px, and Height: 16px.

![Creating a New Map with Tiled](image)

On the right side, you will see a tile layer called Tile Layer 1. Rename this “foreground” so that it represents what it is a little better.
Next, you’ll need to import a tileset, often called a spritesheet in other contexts and chapters. For this game, the sprites are included in the platformers/initial directory. These might be good for starters, but you can draw your own if you’re so inclined (see the “Art Creation/Finding” section of Appendix C, “Resources”). Wherever you get your sprites, the most important thing here is that they are 16-pixels wide and 16-pixels high and have no margins between the sprites.

To start, in Tiled, go to Map …New Tileset and you will see the New Tileset dialog box. Fill it out as in Figure 5.2 and click OK. Note that if your levelSprites image lives somewhere other than in the platformers/after_recipe1 directory, you should pull it from there instead.

![Figure 5.2 Creating a New Tileset in Tiled](image)

Now you can edit the map. This is the fun part. Select the sprites on the right side of the Tiled window, and place them on the big, gray box in the middle wherever you want. Ground, water, lava, sky, and item boxes have been included. You might end up with something like Figure 5.3. If you are less sadistic, you might have placed the item box somewhere other than directly over the lava.

Next, you want to save your map in a format that melonJS will understand. If you go to Tiled, Preferences, there is a select box next to Store Tile Layer Data As with five different options. melonJS can use the formats XML, Base64 (uncompressed), and CSV. It cannot work with the Base64 compressed formats. Base64 (uncompressed) produces the smallest file that melonJS can work with, so it’s best to use that.
Saving as CSV is an interesting option for another reason, however, because you can more easily see which sprites are where (and edit the map file directly). For further options on saving the map data, try looking into export as. Normally, Tiled will save as a tmx file, but there are other options available (for example, json) for working with other game creation software or game engines. Also good to keep in mind is that Tiled has many options for opening different types of map files.

Save your file as level1.tmx in the same directory as index.html.

**Recipe: Starting the Game**

Now that we've created the map, let's get it running in a browser. We'll need the .tmx file that we created earlier, along with a copy of the melonJS engine. First, let's flesh out the index.html file in Listing 5.1.

### Listing 5.1  HTML Document Loading JavaScript Files

```html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Guy's Adventure</title>
</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>
```
I called my game Guy’s Adventure (my niece named it actually), so I’ve set that as the title. Next, we add some slightly prettier styling to contain the game screen. Now for the tricky part. We make a div with id="jsapp" and inside of it include the melonJS library, a resources.js file, a main.js file, and a screens.js file. We’ll be referring to this div in just a moment.

These files could all be combined into one file, as is the case with other games in this book. That said, it’s useful to know a few different ways to do things, such as how we don’t use a separate JavaScript file in Chapter 4, “Puzzle.” We’re headed in the opposite direction here. So what’s in these files?

The melon.js file is the game engine. We’ll be using a good section of its API in this chapter, but the documentation at http://www.melonjs.org/docs/index.html is absolutely worth a look if you want to have a reference as you’re building. Note that all of the game engine project pages are listed in Appendix C, “Resources.” In case you’re curious, you won’t be making any changes to the engine itself, but like all the engines covered in this book, it is open source. That means if you see some feature missing or a bug you’d like to fix, you can implement it and help make the engine better for yourself and everyone else.

The resources.js file is where you store all your information about what images, audio, and level files (created in Tiled) you need. For now, this file can be simple. All you need is the code in Listing 5.2 to add the resources for the level and sprites you used to build it. Save this as a file called resources.js.

**Listing 5.2 Adding a Resources.js File**

```javascript
var resources = [{
    name: "levelSprites",
    type: "image",
    src: "levelSprites.png"
},
```

```javascript
```
{  
    name: "level1",
    type: "tmx",
    src: "level1.tmx"
  };

warning
WATCH YOUR COMMAS When working with arrays and objects in JavaScript, be careful about how you use commas. There is one bug that appears only in certain browsers when a comma follows the last element. Leaving out commas between elements is not the best idea regardless of which browser you are using.

The screens.js file is also simple. Think of “screens” as mapping to large game states such as Play, Menu, and GameOver. For now, all you need to do is create a new PlayScreen that inherits from me.ScreenObject and says to load level1 whenever entering the state of being on this screen. Add the code from Listing 5.3 and save it as screens.js.

Listing 5.3 Adding a PlayScreen Object to screens.js

```javascript
var PlayScreen = me.ScreenObject.extend({
  onResetEvent: function() {
    me.levelDirector.loadLevel("level1");
  }
});
```

If you wonder what “me” is, it stands for Melon Engine and provides a namespace for every object in melonJS. Most code that you write and use will not have an object called levelDirector, but for more common words, namespaces are useful to ensure that a name refers to only one object. This is also a good reason to make sure to declare variables using the var keyword. In JavaScript, declaring variables without var creates them in the “global” namespace, meaning that they are accessible from everywhere.

Let’s get back to the code. In Listing 5.4, the main.js file contains your high-level logic and is a bit more complex. First, we create a variable called jsApp. We are using the object pattern here to create two functions. The onload function runs when the window is loaded. Inside of this function, the div with the id of jsapp is declared to be the canvas object you’ll be
manipulating throughout the game. It takes four additional parameters for width, height, double buffering, and scale. Because you are using 16x16 sprites, your game is set at a 2.0 scale (zoomed in) compared to the default expectation of melonJS. Because we are using scale, we need to set double buffering to true.

Next, the `me.loader.onload` function sets the `loaded` function as the callback function for when the `onload` function completes. `bind(this)` ensures that the callback function will have the context of `jsApp`. The `preload` function preloads your images and level map from the resources file.

The `loaded` callback function associates the `PlayScreen` object that you created in `screens.js` with the built-in state `PLAY` (with the `game.set` function) and then changes the state of the game to `PLAY` with the `state.change` function. Finally, the `window.onReady()` call runs the code `jsApp.onload()` when the window is loaded.

**Listing 5.4  Initializing the App and Loading Assets**

```javascript
var jsApp = {
  onload: function() {
    if (!me.video.init('jsapp', 320, 240, true, 2.0)) {
      alert("html 5 canvas is not supported by this browser.");
      return;
    }
    me.loader.onload = this.loaded.bind(this);
    me.loader.preload(resources);
    me.state.change(me.state.LOADING);
  },
  loaded: function() {
    me.state.set(me.state.PLAY, new PlayScreen());
    me.state.change(me.state.PLAY);
  }
};
window.onReady(function() {
  jsApp.onload();
});
```

If you open `index.html` now, you should see a screen similar to Figure 5.4. It’s a portion of the map that you made. It’s not a game yet, though. What else do we need? Let’s find out in the next recipe.
Recipe: Adding a Character

Let’s bring a character into the game. We’ll call him Guy. He’s the one who will be doing the adventuring. First, you need to use Tiled again to set a starting position. To do this, you need to add an object layer. Go to Layer, Add Object Layer. In the Layers pane on the right side (if for some reason you can’t see your layers, go to View… Layers), and rename this object layer player. Also, as you did before, by following the Map… Add Tileset instructions, add the player.png image with the tileset name player.

You can place Guy somewhere safe-looking near the ground. To do this, click the insert object icon (see Figure 5.5) or press O and then click somewhere on the map to place him. Note that unlike the foreground sprites, you won’t actually see him. Then, right-click the gray box that has been added, and select Object Properties… You need to fill out the Name field with player. You also need to set two new properties in the bottom of the box. They should be named image and spritewidth, with values of player and 16, respectively (see Figure 5.6).
If you tried to load your game now, you wouldn’t have much luck. You still have a bit of work to properly integrate Guy into his new world. First, you need to add his image to your array in resources.js with the code in Listing 5.5. Remember to watch your commas.

**Listing 5.5  Adding Your Player to resources.js**

```javascript
{
    name: "player",
    type: "image",
    src: "player.png"
}
```

Next, add him to the melonJS entity pool in the `loaded` function of main.js with the code in Listing 5.6.

**Listing 5.6  Adding Your Player to the Entity Pool of main.js**

```javascript
me.entityPool.add("player", PlayerEntity);
```

You also need to create the last file you’ll use for this tutorial, entities.js. With game development, it is common to refer to important objects as entities. Sometimes, these are enemies,
the player, or projectiles. Unlike in traditional object-oriented programming, an entity-based system is typically supported by a less strict hierarchy. This paradigm can take a bit of getting used to, and we'll explore it more in Chapter 10, "RTS." It's a good start just to think of entities as being composed of logical units that describe properties such as their movement capabilities and what happens when they hit each other. In addition, it is worth considering that these are not just objects “in the code,” but also objects “in the game.” So if you say “the player entity,” you are referring both to the lines of code representing the player and the notion of a “thing” that exists in the game world.

You need to add entities.js to your index.html file near all the other included JavaScript files with the code in Listing 5.7.

**Listing 5.7  Loading the entities.js File in index.html**

```html
<script type="text/javascript" src="entities.js"></script>
```

The code in Listing 5.8 is fairly straightforward. You create the entities.js file, initialize a PlayerEntity variable that inherits from ObjectEntity, and set the viewport to follow the character around. Next, set an update function to handle updating the animation when the player moves.

**Listing 5.8  Adding the PlayerEntity Object**

```javascript
var PlayerEntity = me.ObjectEntity.extend({
    init: function(x, y, settings) {
        this.parent(x, y, settings);
        me.game.viewport.follow(this.pos, me.game.viewport.AXIS.BOTH);
    },
    update: function() {
        this.updateMovement();
        if (this.vel.x!=0 || this.vel.y!=0) {
            this.parent(this);
            return true;
        }
        return false;
    }
});
```

If you load the game now, you'll see something encouraging for us but fairly drastic for our hero. He starts in the position we set him to in Tiled (great), but he then immediately falls off the screen. What's going on? We never created any solid ground for him to stand on.
Recipe: Building a Collision Map

Let’s add a new tile layer. As before (see Figure 5.2), go to Layer… Add Tile Layer. Then name this layer collision. Some tile layers can be arbitrarily named, but melonJS will not recognize a collision layer unless it contains the word “collision.” Next go to Map… New Tileset, import collision.png, and as before do not include margins and use 16x16 tiles. Next, right-click the first tile of the collision tileset on the right. (If you cannot see the tileset toolbar, go to View, Tilesets.) To do this, you may have to select the collision tileset. Add a property of “type” with a value of “solid.”

On the collision tile layer, paint the ground with the tile you called “solid.” You should see something similar to Figure 5.7 where the black tiles are the solid collision tiles that you just added. You see the collision layer because it is on top, but you can reorder, filter, and change the opacity of your layers on the layers toolbar on the right to see different visual representations of your map.

![Collision layer over foreground](image)

Figure 5.7 Collision layer over foreground

Save and reload index.html to see Guy successfully standing on the ground. This is quite an accomplishment. Perhaps “just standing there” games are going be big in the future, but we have little evidence of this. Let’s stick with the platformer ideal and make him a little more adventure-capable.
Recipe: Walking and Jumping

To enable walking and jumping, we’ll have to make two changes. First, we’ll want to bind the jump, left, and right buttons to keys on the keyboard. If we alter the screens.js file so that we can do that, we will arrive at something like the code in Listing 5.9.

**Listing 5.9  Binding Keys to Move**

```javascript
var PlayScreen = me.ScreenObject.extend({
onResetEvent: function() {
    me.levelDirector.loadLevel("level1");
    me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.LEFT, "left");
    me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.RIGHT, "right");
    me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.SPACE, "jump");
}
});
```

Then, the `init` and `update` functions of the `PlayerEntity` must be altered in your `entities.js` file. In your `init` function, you need to set the default walking and jumping speed, and in the `update` function, you need to handle updating the movement based on input, as well as checking for collisions. The code needed for these tasks is in Listing 5.10.

**Listing 5.10  Handling Player Movement**

```javascript
init: function(x, y, settings) {
    this.parent(x, y, settings);
    me.game.viewport.follow(this.pos, me.game.viewport.AXIS.BOTH);
    this.setVelocity(3, 12);
},
update: function() {
    if (me.input.isKeyPressed('left')) { this.doWalk(true); }
    else if (me.input.isKeyPressed('right')) { this.doWalk(false); }
    else { this.vel.x = 0; }
    if (me.input.isKeyPressed('jump')) { this.doJump(); }
    me.game.collide(this);
    this.updateMovement();
    if (this.vel.x!=0 || this.vel.y!=0) {
        this.parent(this);
        return true;
    }
    return false;
}
```
melonJS comes with these handy convenience functions of `doJump()` and `doWalk()`, which are useful for getting started. Keep in mind that hand-crafting acceleration envelopes, although more challenging, can provide a different character for a game. Sonic the Hedgehog is a notable example, owing much of its popularity to the unique slow acceleration and high maximum velocity of the title character. In fact, there is even an HTML5 game engine created entirely to explore his movement in a three-dimensional space.

If you load the index.html file, you may notice that the arrow keys and spacebar can now be used to control Guy! You’re well on your way. You may have also noticed that Guy’s feet move when he walks. melonJS did that for you. All you had to do was load the player.png spritesheet with two sprites, and it knew what you wanted. Fantastic!

What’s next? Despite your best efforts, Guy will occasionally fall in a hole. Then, you should expect the player to refresh the browser every time, right? Nope. Let’s reset the game when things go awry.

**Recipe: Title Screen**

First, you need the TitleScreen object that you’ll show players when they start the game or when Guy falls into a hole. Let’s add the code in Listing 5.11 to the bottom of the screens.js file.

**Listing 5.11  Creating a TitleScreen Object**

```javascript
var TitleScreen = me.ScreenObject.extend({
    init: function() {
        this.parent(true);
        me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.SPACE, "jump", true);
    },
    onResetEvent: function() {
        if (this.title == null) {
            this.title = me.loader.getImage("titleScreen");
        }
    },
    update: function() {
        if (me.input.isKeyPressed('jump')) {
            me.state.change(me.state.PLAY);
        }
        return true;
    },
    draw: function(context){
        context.drawImage(this.title, 50, 50);
    }
});
```
Let’s look at what this code in Figure 5.11 does. First, you create the variable `TitleScreen` to inherit from `me.ScreenObject`. Then in the `init` function, you call `this.parent(true)` to set the `TitleScreen` as visible and ensure that the `update` and `draw` functions work. You also bind the spacebar to the `jump` key.

In the `onResetEvent` function, you load the `titleScreen` image if it has not already been set. The `update` function waits for the spacebar to be pressed and goes to the main game loop if it has.

The `draw` function draws the image (first parameter) at the specified pixel offsets (second and third parameters). If you haven’t been through any of the other chapters with games that use canvas-based engines, you may wonder what `context`, the parameter in the `draw` function, refers to. This is the Canvas Rendering Context. melonJS declared it for you. In this case, it is the 2-D canvas, but the API that declared this as `canvas.getContext('2d')`, can also be used to initialize a `webgl` (3d) context.

As one last bit of cleanup, there’s no sense in binding the `jump` key twice, so while you’re in the `screens.js` file, take out this line from the `PlayScreen` object: `me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.SPACE, "jump", true);`

Next, load the screen image to `resources.js` as in Listing 5.12.

**Listing 5.12  Loading the Screen Image as a Resource**

```javascript
{ name: "titleScreen", type: "image",
  src: "titleScreen.png"
}
```

Next, you need to make three changes to your `loaded` function in `main.js`. First, you need to assign your `TitleScreen` object to the predefined `MENU` state. Then, you need to change the state that is loaded at the beginning of the game from `PLAY` to `MENU`. Last, you can define a transition effect between screens. It should now look like Listing 5.13.

**Listing 5.13  Working with the MENU State**

```javascript
loaded: function() {
  me.entityPool.add("player", PlayerEntity);
  me.state.set(me.state.PLAY, new PlayScreen());
  me.state.set(me.state.MENU, new TitleScreen());
  me.state.transition("fade", ":2FA2C2", 250);
  me.state.change(me.state.MENU);
}
```
We’re almost there; our title screen boots up quite nicely at the beginning, but we still haven’t enabled automatic resetting after falling into a hole. To do this, we’ll make a few minor adjustments to our PlayerEntity object in the entities.js file.

Add the gameOver function after the update function in the PlayerEntity object with the code in Listing 5.14. This can go just above the last line in the file. Make sure to add the comma to the curly brace above the gameOver function. Don’t add a new curly brace there. Just the comma.

Listing 5.14 The gameOver Function in entities.js

```javascript
}, // Don't forget to add this comma here
  gameOver: function() {
    me.state.change(me.state.MENU);
  }
}); // This is the end of the file (not new)
```

You also need some condition to trigger the gameOver function, as shown in Listing 5.15. Depending on how you set up your map, you may want to do it differently, but a basic “fell in the hole” type condition is to check the position of Guy along the y-axis. If he’s too low, it’s game over. This can directly follow the call to updateMovement.

Listing 5.15 Game Over if Guy Falls in a Hole

```javascript
  this.updateMovement();
  if (this.bottom > 490){ this.gameOver(); }
```

Now players see the title screen when they lose, which is a much better experience than having to reload the page after every mishap. That’s great, but we still have a problem. Right now, the only “adventure” that Guy is on is the “adventure of trying not to fall in holes.” How about we give him a better reason for leaving home?

Recipe: Adding Collectables

What does every platform adventurer love? That’s right—metal objects as big as they are, to collect and carry around while they try to run and jump.

Let’s start by editing the map again in Tiled. Add a new object layer (Layer… Add Object Layer) called coin. After adding the layer, add a new tileset for the coins (Map… New Tileset) and call the tileset coin as well. See Figure 5.5 to recall how to add objects to the screen.
For each coin added to the screen, be sure to right-click (Object Properties…) to set the name as coin, as well as the attributes image:coin and spritewidth:16. You can right-click to duplicate this object, and choose the selector tool to move it around. Note that it will create the clone directly above the original, so you may not initially realize that there are stacked objects until you move one.

Now we have quite a bit of code to add. Let’s start simply by adding coins to the entity pool in the loaded function of main.js, as in Listing 5.16, directly following where the PlayerEntity is added.

Listing 5.16  Adding Coins to the entityPool

```javascript
me.entityPool.add("player", PlayerEntity);
me.entityPool.add("coin", CoinEntity);
```

Next, in Listing 5.17, add the coin file as an image resource within resources.js.

Listing 5.17  Adding the Coin Sprite to resources.js

```javascript
}, // Reminder: Add these commas to preceding objects as you go!
{ name: "coin",
  type: "image",
  src: "coin.png"
}
```

Now, in Listing 5.18, create the CoinEntity at the end of the entities.js file.

Listing 5.18  Creating the CoinEntity

```javascript
var CoinEntity = me.CollectableEntity.extend({
  init: function(x, y, settings) {
    this.parent(x, y, settings);
  },
  onCollision : function (res, obj) {
    this.collidable = false;
    me.game.remove(this);
  }
});
```

Here, we start by declaring the CoinEntity as inheriting from CollectableEntity (which itself inherits from ObjectEntity). We then call the parent constructor to enable certain methods to be accessible. Last, we add some logic for collisions with the coin so that it cannot be collected twice.
Load index.html and notice how far we've come. Guy can now collect coins to pay for all his adventuring needs. Life might seem a little too good for Guy right now, though. Let's add a little more conflict.

**Recipe: Enemies**

First, create a new object layer in Tiled (Layer... Add Object Layer) and call it EnemyEntities. Then add a new object (no new tileset required) to the map, and right click to name it Enemy-Entity. Here is the tricky part. You can be more precise in declaring the X and Y positions of the baddie, but you can also specify width and height. With all these numbers, the assumption is made to multiply by 16, which means that for any whole integer value of X and Y, the enemy will be placed on your grid. The height should be set to 1 assuming your bad guy is 16-pixels tall. The cool part is that when you set the width, you are not indicating the width of sprite, but rather, the horizontal area that the enemy can walk back and forth.

Next, you need to add your enemy to the entity pool in main.js, as shown in Listing 5.19. This can directly follow your CoinEntity code.

**Listing 5.19** Adding the EnemyEntity to the entityPool

```javascript
me.entityPool.add("coin", CoinEntity);
me.entityPool.add("EnemyEntity", EnemyEntity);
```

Then add the badGuy to the resources.js file, as shown in Listing 5.20. Again, remember to watch your commas.

**Listing 5.20** Adding the badGuy Image to resources.js

```javascript
{
  name: "badGuy",
  type: "image",
  src: "badGuy.png"
}
```

By now, you might have guessed that you need to define EnemyEntity in entities.js. This is a fairly complex entity, but the overall structure of the code should be starting to look familiar at this point. One big change is that you are defining some of the properties (settings) for the EnemyEntity object directly in melonJS (Listing 5.21) instead of Tiled. Also notice how the path is indicated with the settings.width. The last important thing to notice is that you now have a new Game Over condition for when Guy touches the bad guy. The code in Listing 5.21 can go at the end of the entities.js file.
Guy has a lot to deal with now, and if you were cruel and created a lava and bad guy-filled wasteland for a map, he could be having a rough time. Let’s make sure Guy can still get the upper hand.
Recipe: Powerups

Did you put any coins out of Guy's reach? Let's give him some winged boots to help him jump higher. In Tiled, you need to add an object layer called boots. Then add objects in the same way as with coins before, declaring the name to be boots with image:boots and spritewidth:16. First, add `boots` to the resources.js file in Listing 5.22. Remember to watch your commas between each object in the array.

**Listing 5.22  Adding the boots Image**

```javascript
{
    name: "boots",
    type: "image",
    src: "boots.png"
}
```

Next, add the boots to the entity pool in main.js, as shown in Listing 5.23.

**Listing 5.23  Adding the boots to the entityPool**

```javascript
me.entityPool.add("EnemyEntity", EnemyEntity);
me.entityPool.add("boots", BootsEntity);
```

Then declare the BootsEntity at the bottom of entity.js, as shown in Listing 5.24.

**Listing 5.24  Creating the BootsEntity**

```javascript
var BootsEntity = me.CollectableEntity.extend({
    init: function(x, y, settings) {
        this.parent(x, y, settings);
    },
    onCollision : function (res, obj) {
        this.collidable = false;
        me.game.remove(this);
        obj.gravity = obj.gravity/4;
    }
});
```

This should all look incredibly familiar because it’s basically the same as the CoinEntity, with one notable exception. On the last line is the powerup part. When the player gets these boots, Guy will experience one-fourth the gravity. He should have no problem reaching any coins in the sky now!
The game is now complete. For one last recipe though, let’s take a look at how we might improve the presentation of the game a bit.

**Recipe: Losing, Winning, and Information**

Sometimes people like to be a little bit confused. Puzzles can be fun. However, “what button do I press to jump?” and “did I win?” are not terribly interesting puzzles. Yes, you could make a game where there was a puzzle about which button to press to jump. It might be clever or artfully done. But we’re not doing anything so bold or groundbreaking in this chapter. We’re making a no-nonsense platformer, so we should present the game to players as clearly as possible.

Let’s add some containers for our messages to our index.html file, as shown in Listing 5.25, after the closing `</div>` of the jsapp.

### Listing 5.25  Adding Some Containers for Messages and Instructions

```html
</div>
<div id="info" style="text-align:left; margin-top:20px;">
  <div style ="font-size: 14px; font-family: Courier New">
    <div id="game_state"></div>
    <div id="instructions"></div>
  </div>
</div>
```

In the screens.js file, let’s add the bolded lines in Listing 5.26 to the `onResetEvent` function of the PlayScreen object with some basic instructions for the player.

### Listing 5.26  Tell the Player How to Move

```javascript
me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.RIGHT, "right");
document.getElementById('game_state').innerHTML = "Collect all of the coins!";
document.getElementById('instructions').innerHTML = "Arrows to move and Space to jump."
```

In that same file, let’s clean up those messages in `onResetEvent` for the TitleScreen object, as shown in Listing 5.27.
Listing 5.27  Clear Out Old Messages

this.title = me.loader.getImage("titleScreen");
document.getElementById('game_state').innerHTML = "";
document.getElementById('instructions').innerHTML = "";

Then, in your entities.js file, let’s add a bit to the `gameOver` function so that it looks like Listing 5.28.

Listing 5.28  Create the `gameOver` State

```javascript
gameOver: function() {
    me.state.change(me.state.MENU);
    document.getElementById('game_state').innerHTML = "Game Over";
    document.getElementById('instructions').innerHTML = "";
}
```

Now that we’ve extended our `gameOver` function, it’s making the game look a little bleak for Guy. He should be able to win, not just lose. Let’s add a winning state that looks like Listing 5.29 after `gameOver`. Don’t forget to add a comma to the end of the `gameOver` function.

Listing 5.29  Create the `youWin` State

```javascript
}, // This is at the end of the gameOver function. The brace needs a comma now.
youWin: function() {
    me.state.change(me.state.MENU);
    document.getElementById('game_state').innerHTML = "You Win!";
    document.getElementById('instructions').innerHTML = "";
}
```

Say that you can enter this winning state by getting all the coins on the level. How do you do that? Add `coins` and `totalCoins` to the `onload` function of the `jsApp` variable in `main.js`, as shown in Listing 5.30.

Listing 5.30  Add Coins and Total Coins

```javascript
me.gamestat.add("coins", 0);
me.gamestat.add("totalCoins", 2);
```

Note that you might have a different number for `totalCoins` depending on how you created your level in Tiled.
Next, add the code from Listing 5.31 to add an onDestroyEvent function to the PlayScreen object in screens.js to reset the coins collected. Put this before onResetEvent, and be careful with your commas.

**Listing 5.31  Reset Coins When Game Ends**

```javascript
onDestroyEvent: function() {
    me.gamestat.reset("coins");
},
```

Next, we'll need to add the bolded code in Listing 5.32 to our CoinEntity inside of entities.js. It should increment the coin value when collected and check to see if all the coins are collected. If they all are collected, the player sees the “You win” message.

**Listing 5.32  Create a Way to Win if All the Coins Are Collected**

```javascript
var CoinEntity = me.CollectableEntity.extend({
    init: function(x, y, settings) {
        this.parent(x, y, settings);
    },
    onCollision : function (res, obj) {
        me.gamestat.updateValue("coins", 1);
        this.collidable = false;
        me.game.remove(this);
        if(me.gamestat.getItemValue("coins")
            === me.gamestat.getItemValue("totalCoins")) {
            obj.youWin();
        }
    }
});
```

Naturally, there are other ways to handle winning and losing other than simply printing text below the game. You could even create an entire new screen for each case.

**Summary**

I hope you enjoyed building a platformer with melonJS and Tiled. Using these tools, we were able to create a basic game with powerups, enemies, coins, as well as winning and losing states in a short amount of time. There are some ways of extending the game you’ve created: Fireballs, enemy/player health, enemy AI, animations for death and jumping, more levels, a countdown timer, saving, high scores…the list goes on and on. And if you’re looking to explore more
features of melonJS, there’s plenty to choose from, including timers, audio, parallax scrolling, heads up displays, and bitmap font rendering.

In this chapter, we took advantage of some low-tech, standard JavaScript methods to display information to players. Don’t forget that you are creating games on the web, so techniques such as standard DOM manipulation, pulling in content from other sites, and even redirecting players to other URLs are not only possible, but also rather easy and potentially surprising for players.
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creating, 233-237
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tiled maps, creating, 118-120
mask utility, including, 162
maskCache array, 163-164
masks
bitmasks, 157-161
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instead of duplicates, 109-115
melon game engine, 17, 118, 333
character movement, 128-129
characters, adding, 124-126
collectibles, adding, 131-133
collision maps, creating, 127
enemies, adding, 133-134
powerups, adding, 135-136
tiled maps, creating, 118-120
starting platformer game, 120-124
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collision detection, 185
creatingg, 186
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shooting, 184-187
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Modernizr feature detection, 335
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bopping, 78-82
drawing, 70-73
dynamic mole peeking, 77-84
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in FPS game, 202-203
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forms, 150-154
players, 136, 201-202
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units, 295-298
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quiz game, 5-25
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getting questions back, 14-16
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shopping list, 16-21
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random pairs, creating, 95-97
raptorized index.html, 56
raptorize jQuery plug-in, 56, 335
raycasting, 194, 203-208
creating 2-D maps, 196-199
fake 3D with, 208-212
raytracing, 194
reading from Local Storage API, 276
real-time strategy game. See RTS game
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refactoring, 68, 146
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refreshing browser windows, 303
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hits, 165-166
input, 156, 201
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caching, 108
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text, 247
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browsers, 334
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game engines, 332-333
text editors, 333
tools, 334-335
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role-playing games. See RPG game
RPG game, 231-277, 336
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battle interface, creating, 263-274
collision detection, 243-244
enchant.js, 232-233
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map, creating, 233-237
saving game, 274-277
shops, creating, 254-263
status screens, 244-248
talking to NPCs (nonplayable characters), 248-251
RTS game, 279-311
collision detection, 305-310
creating isometric maps, 288-291
drawing units, 291-295
moving units, 295-298
node.js, 282-285
player-specific control and visibility, 299-304
servers, terminology, 280-282
socket.io, 285-288
S
saving
games, 274-277
tiled maps, 119-120
variables to local storage, 274-275
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scaleUp function, 145
scaling sprites, 144, 161
scenes, building, 274
Schell, Jesse, 315, 337
scope
functions, 42
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variables, 63, 319
screens.js file, 122
<script> tag, 19, 102
scrolling backgrounds, 175
sepia filter, 228
servers
node.js, installing, 282-285
reloading file, 291
terminology, 280-282
updating positioning, 302-303
server-side code, 280
JavaScript for, 284-285
sessionStorage, 277
setPlacementArray function, 95, 112-113
setShopping function, 258
setters, 176
setup function, 217
shooter game, 171-191, 336. See also FPS game
enemies, adding, 176-180
deny collisions, 183-184
gameQuery, 174-176
players, adding, 180-183
powerups, 187-190
shooting missiles, 184-187
shooting missiles, 184-187
shopping list in quiz game, 16-21
shops, creating, 254-263
showing
inventory, 253
HTML structure, 6
questions, 16
quizzes, 12-14
showInventory function, 256
socket.io, 285-288, 335
software licensing, 21
sound in browsers, 82-84
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Sprite Database, 336
sprites
accessing from spritesheet, 145-147
forms versus, 150-154
nicknames for, 148
preloading, 143
scaling, 161
tools for creating, 335-336
spritesheets
accessing sprites from, 145-147
creating new, 251
importing, 119
squares, rendering, 93-94
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camera in game.js, 213-214
platformer game, 120-124
shop, 257-258
state machines, 273-274
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status screens, creating, 244-248
stores. See shops
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key press registry, 154
player information, 165
Stratego, 280
strings in JavaScript, 320
styled pages, 28-32
styling
camera elements, 213
enemy ship, 180
minimaps, 199
missiles, 186-187
player ship, 182
slide interiors, 34
Sublime Text text editor, 333
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), strengths and weaknesses, 173
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